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ABSTRACT
Drawing upon the entrepreneurial spirals concept, this article examines how managerial practices influence entrepreneurial intent in traditional academic activities. The international inquiry analyses innovative teaching into six business schools in France, Canada and Morocco. At the complex interplay between individual goals and organizational objectives, three entrepreneurial loops are identified: converging, diverging and absence of loop. Findings suggest that university management remains a challenge as an appropriate balanced management is required for the changing university’s mission towards social and economic well-being. The conditions of successful academic entrepreneurial activities are outlined across three propositions.
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RESUMÉ
A travers le concept de spirales entrepreneuriales, cet article examine comment les pratiques managériales influencent la dynamique entrepreneuriale des activités académiques traditionnelles. L’analyse d’innovations pédagogiques dans six établissements de l’enseignement supérieur de la gestion en France, Canada et Maroc, montre que le management des établissements universitaires reste un défi pour leur participation accrue au développement économique et social. L’interaction complexe, entre les objectifs individuels et organisationnels, aboutit à trois types de trajectoires: convergente, divergente et absence de dynamique. Trois propositions viennent éclairer les conditions de succès d’un processus entrepreneurial en contexte académique.
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RESUMEN
Con el concepto de espirales empresariales, este artículo examina cómo las prácticas de gestión influyen en el proceso empresarial en las actividades académicas tradicionales. El análisis de las innovaciones educativas en seis instituciones de educación superior en administración en Francia, Canadá y Marruecos, muestra que la administración de las instituciones académicas sigue siendo un desafío por su mayor participación en el desarrollo económico y social. La interacción compleja entre los objetivos individuales y organizacionales conduce a tres tipos de trayectorias: convergente, divergente y falta de dinámica. Las condiciones de las actividades empresariales académicas exitosas se describen en tres proposiciones.
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Entrepreneurial activities of academic personnel receive considerable research attention from different approaches, with very different opinions on the purpose of universities as educational organizations (Cantaragiu, 2012; Rothen, 2012; Rathaem, Agung, & Jiang, 2007). An emerging approach claims that academic entrepreneurial activities are multifaceted (Perrmann et al., 2013; Philpott et al., 2011), balancing economic health, social equality and environmental resilience (Cantaragiu, 2012; Rathaem, 2017) in both teaching-led universities. The priority remains the research-intensive universities (Abreu et al., 2016). Nowadays, the scope of academic entrepreneurial activities is broadening to include various types, from ‘hard’ large-scale science projects to the more traditional ‘soft’ academic activities of teaching (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000). There is an increasing interest in considering how traditional academic practices are changing to contribute directly or indirectly to the society (Rasmussen & Sorheim, 2006).

Viewed as a part of modern innovation and entrepreneurship systems, an entrepreneurial university is broadly defined as any university undertaking entrepreneurial activities (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000). However, producing highly qualified graduates is an overlooked form of academic entrepreneurship (Abreu et al., 2016; Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000) often denied by the wider decision-makers in the scientific and political communities (Louis et al., 1989; Philpott et al., 2010). The entrepreneurial
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university is usually represented as having a diversified funding base, high research intensity and an international scope of academic activities (Perkmann et al., 2013). There may therefore be a tension between the collective academic priority focuses on research and the individual goals of professionals who are engaged in educational innovations (Perkmann et al., 2013; Philpott et al., 2011).

Cantaragiu (2012) argues that academic entrepreneurship should be considered separately and distinctly from other forms of entrepreneurial activity. Refocusing attention on the academics involved in the entrepreneurial process may lead to a better understanding of the nature of entrepreneurship and its relationship with organizational performance (Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008; Cantaragiu, 2012; Louis et al., 1989). Although the academic entrepreneurial process is individually-driven (Perkmann et al., 2013), empirical investigations have shown that entrepreneurial academics' individual characteristics are strongly moderated by local peer effects and norms (Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008; Louis et al., 1989), or by organizational factors such as support from the board of directors, freedom in the workplace, rewards, available time and uncertainty regarding works (Lizote et al., 2013; Perkmann et al., 2013). However, the overwhelming approach is that academic entrepreneurship is a scientific process completely unfettered by managerial influences (Abreu et al., 2016; Louis et al., 1989).

From a managerial point of view, the entrepreneurial process succeeds when new ideas or practices are disseminated beyond their origins and are transformed into organizational benefits (Ireland, Covin, & Kuratko, 2009). Entrepreneurial capability may be equated to creativity and innovation in established corporations (Barua & Ward, 2015). Although fragmented, corporate entrepreneurship literature explains how and why some organizations are more entrepreneurial than others through the internal ‘entrepreneurial environment’ notion. Few empirical works in academic entrepreneurship literature draw upon corporate entrepreneurship theory. The concept of entrepreneurial management is a key construct (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990) which implies that managerial activities and entrepreneurial activities are not mutually exclusive, but interact through entrepreneurial spirals (Shepherd et al., 2010). According to Barua and Ward (2015), employee contributions to entrepreneurial activities, which are also called intrapreneurship, may be conceptualized as a dual process within mature organizations. It is a way to improve organizational performance, but the benefits that firms can derive from it are challenged by organizational and environmental influences. As managerial practices may impede or promote the success of the entrepreneurial process (Shepherd et al., 2010), this paper stresses the relationship between collective academic priorities and individual professional goals throughout the entrepreneurial process.

Management literature provides important measures assessing the management of entrepreneurial behaviour through six critical dimensions: strategic orientation, commitment to opportunity, commitment of resources, control of resources, management structure and reward philosophy (Hitt et al., 2011). Indeed, measuring whether managerial practices conform to a model conducive to entrepreneurial activities is quite different from understanding how the entrepreneurial process diffuses through an organization and is successful (or not) in changing workplace practices. Following the second line, this study started as a problem of diffusion of educational innovations in a higher education context, changing towards broad social interests (Bathmaker, 2003). The paper aims to provide deeper insights into the entrepreneurial environment generated by the management of academic entrepreneurial activities and to examining how extant corporate entrepreneurship theories may be applied to the academic context of teaching and learning.

This specific form of academic entrepreneurial activity is investigated through a qualitative study among academic winners of pedagogical innovation awards in six business schools located in three different countries: France, Canada and Morocco. Most previous studies have been conducted within a single university setting. Although it may be intuitive that goal conflicts and tensions exist between managerial practices at organization level and professional practices at academic individual level (Abreu et al., 2016; Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008; Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000; Philpott et al., 2011), the case study reveals that entrepreneurial activities seems to be highly context-dependent. This contrasts with the commonly held view that individual academics are impervious to managerial actions. Findings highlight the variety of university management and provide clear evidence that internal management practices may affect the implementation of the entrepreneurial mission in the academic context. Three entrepreneurial loops between managerial and operational level are distinguished.

Two major contributions are made. First, a conceptual model was developed through three propositions, revealing the managerial conditions of successful academic entrepreneurship. This dynamic view emphasizes the distinctiveness of higher education strategizing as the interplay between managerial actions and academic practices. Second, by expanding the academic entrepreneurial impact to strategic issues and educational outputs, the paper shows that academic entrepreneurship spreads beyond financial benefits, supporting that the current focus on trade is too narrow.

The first part addresses issues the theoretical framework and the relevance of the strategic lens of entrepreneurial management. The second part outlines the research methodology and the empirical material. Findings are presented in the third section. Three propositions of managerial conditions for successful academic entrepreneurship are derived. The implications for managerial practices and further research are discussed in the fourth section.

The Entrepreneurial Dimensions of Management in Academic Institutions

Following Corbett, Katz, and Siegel (2014), a broad theoretical perspective on academic entrepreneurship is proposed, drawing upon management theories. A review of the literature reveals no consensus on a definition for academic entrepreneurship (Rothaermel et al., 2007). Conforming with Cantaragiu (2012), academic entrepreneurship is defined here as a practice performed primarily by a member of academia towards external actors.
A **Academic Entrepreneurship as an Effective Strategy**

The consequences and impacts of academic entrepreneurship have been debated in several studies which applied entrepreneurship theory to universities. Studying incentive structures related to faculties’ academic entrepreneurs in the university, prior work has focused on technology commercialization, the transfer of research results to industry and its financial rewards in the West, mainly the United States and selected European countries (Cantaragiu, 2012).

Another emerging line of research contests economic benefits as the unique academic impact (Ratten, 2017). Whilst commercialization clearly represents an important way for academic research to contribute to economy and society, there are multiple other ways in which university research may be transferred without contention with the traditional university missions of teaching and research. External engagement by academic researchers can have an impact on various activities differentiated in scientific, educational and commercial outputs (Perkmann et al., 2013). Educational outputs concern, for example, time devoted to teaching, curriculum and course development, and teaching quality. Although the concept of engagement has been opposed to commercialization activity (Perkmann et al., 2013), scholars have admitted that engagement is also about resource mobilization (Hitt et al., 2011). Thus, a broader view on the academic entrepreneurial process, including engagement, seems more complex than the commercialization literature (Cantaragiu, 2012).

Narrowing academic entrepreneurial activities to those outside the two traditional university duties (basic personal research and teaching), prior study has claimed that universities are no longer seen as institutions of higher learning (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000). Referring to the Swedish environment, the authors also profess that the societal view is constantly changing; they note that, since 1996, the Swedish government has been considering collaborative research with industry as equivalent to teaching and basic research.

There is a need to expand the scope of academic entrepreneurial activities (Cantaragiu, 2012; Perkmann et al., 2013). Using a broad definition, some scholars observe that the changing mission of universities today requires a balance of both traditional and entrepreneurial roles, which may actually complement and reinforce one another (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000). In such a broad perspective, academic entrepreneurship is supposed to transform the ways in which knowledge is created, used and diffused between the university and the society (Cantaragiu, 2012). Abreu et al. (2016) explicitly extend the analysis of entrepreneurial activities to both research-intensive and teaching-led universities in a large-scale quantitative survey of academics in the UK. They provide evidence that entrepreneurial practices conducted by research-intensive and teaching-led universities differ significantly, as teaching-led universities are more engaged in less formal types of entrepreneurial activity, including teaching, consulting, training and testing facilities in response to the demands of local industries and firms.

Under the broader lens of an entrepreneurial university defined as any university undertaking entrepreneurial activities (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000), entrepreneurial activities are performed by academic actors who are actively promoting and championing new ideas (Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008; Cantaragiu, 2012). The dominant view is that ‘hard’ academic entrepreneurial activities can beneficially contribute to the economy and university (Philpott et al., 2011), but academics have raised concerns about the universal appropriateness of ‘hard’ entrepreneurial activities (Cohen et al., 2002; Shane, 2004). For others, ‘soft’ activities also play a significant role in the university’s efforts to contribute to economic and social development (Rasmussen & Sorheim, 2006). In such a view, academic entrepreneurship is an umbrella covering the various innovative practices.

**Challenges for university management of entrepreneurial activities**

Universities, as higher education institutions, are not usually viewed as entrepreneurial organizations which can help their internal members, students or academics, develop entrepreneurial minds and entrepreneurial actions (Fayolle & Redford, 2014). Traditionally higher education institutions are described as professional bureaucracies with a decentralized structure (Mintzberg, 1979), an unclear and ambiguous technology, and core operating activities dominated by professionals (Cyert & March, 1963). Characterized by multiple objectives, diffuse power and knowledge-based work processes (Denis et al., 2007) the pluralistic context is generally contrasted with an entrepreneurial model of organization supposed to be based on a stronger leadership. Within a comprehensive European university setting where diverse disciplines co-exist as equals, Philpott and colleagues (2011) highlight the rise of academic tensions and struggles when entrepreneurial activities are undertaken. Their case study reveals institutional structures and procedural barriers including lack of entrepreneurial role models within the university, the absence of a unified entrepreneurial culture across the institution, and academic progression processes adversely affecting academics’ entrepreneurial efforts. Moreover, their case study’s findings reveal that a strong top-down push towards the ideal of the entrepreneurial university would actually reduce overall entrepreneurial activity across the university.

Some scholars dispute the view that professional control always leads to conflicts between an individual’s personal benefit and their control environment’s goals (Hardy, 1991). Conflict which emerges, when salaried professionals engage in behaviour towards increasing their own autonomy (or, in some cases, maintaining it) alongside management systems designed to control that behaviour, may be reduced if formal and informal controls co-exist (Abernethy & Stoelwinder, 1995). Indeed, entrepreneurial academics actually act as intrapreneurs involved in an entrepreneurial innovation process (Cantaragiu, 2012; Heinonen & Poikkijoki, 2006; Lizote et al., 2013).

**Intrapreneurship and entrepreneurial spirals in management of the entrepreneurial process**

Intrapreneurship can be defined as a strategy designed to encourage all employees to engage in innovative practices (Baruah & Ward, 2015; Zahra, Randerson, & Fayolle, 2013). From a managerial point of view, intrapreneurial initiatives succeed when new ideas or practices are diffused beyond their origins and are transformed into organizational benefits (Ireland et al., 2009). This issue is about organizational individuals...
interacting with their internal and external environment while they undertake entrepreneurial activities (Amo, 2006; Burgelman, 1983; Heinen & Poikkijoki, 2006).

Considering that appropriate rewards and top management’s high-level vision are enough to manage entrepreneurial behaviours, a few authors explicitly address the relationship between management control and entrepreneurial activities (Goodale et al., 2011). Traditionally, operations’ control mechanisms are regarded as, at best, irrelevant to the exhibition of corporate entrepreneurship or, at worst, as antithetical to its interests. When managerial practices and entrepreneurial activities are not seen as mutually exclusive, entrepreneurial management means to exercise management control in an environment where innovative practices are required (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990). Entrepreneurial management has to balance the conflict between managerial control and individual creativity (Morris et al., 2006).

The concept of entrepreneurial spirals explains how and why an organization becomes more or less entrepreneurial over time through the interaction of the entrepreneurial intent at the strategic management level and the intrapreneurial individuals pursuing personal benefits at the operation level (Burgelman, 1991; Ropo, 1975; Shepherd et al., 2010). An entrepreneurial spiral may take two forms: induced or autonomous. A top-down process is initiated by top managers who can give a signal to other organizational members that an initiative is feasible and desirable. Induced entrepreneurial initiatives respond to this call. In contrast, a bottom-up mechanism implies that the entrepreneurial spiral is started by middle or lower-level organizational members. Autonomous initiatives of employees are their own personal choice. It is up to management whether or not to support these autonomous initiatives. Once started, an entrepreneurial spiral can endure and grow (Ropo & Hunt, 1995) or it can stop (Shepherd et al., 2010).

In sum, corporate entrepreneurship theory tends to neglect less innovative contexts. Applying this literature to the academic context, research is largely focused on ‘hard’ entrepreneurial activities in the research-led university (Cantaragiu, 2012; Perkmann et al., 2013). Although it is inferred that managing the tension between individual propensity to pursue personal advantage and organizational strategic intent seems to be the very nature of entrepreneurial management (Zahra et al., 2013), there is a need to better understand how subordinates’ intrapreneurial initiatives are managed to be congruent with strategic goals (Foss & Lyngsie, 2014). This leads to the following question: how do managerial actions influence academic entrepreneurial performance when professors engage in innovative activities? Academic entrepreneurship is examined by drawing on the experiences of individuals or groups of individuals who have introduced innovative approaches into their teaching practices. In the following, the terms ‘workplace initiative’, ‘intrapreneurial initiative’ and ‘entrepreneurial initiative’ are used interchangeably in referring to the interviewees’ experience.

**Methodology: The Intrapreneur’s Voice**

**Educational Innovations in the Changing Context of Management Education**

Although there is a great diversity among colleges and universities, between countries and within any country, innovative approaches to teaching and learning in management education are particularly suitable when studying ‘soft’ academic entrepreneurship. Indeed, defining innovation within a higher educational setting is a controversial topic, as the large spectrum includes designing curricula, organizing courses, conducting research into pedagogy of higher education, using learning technologies and new instructional materials, leading a course team, challenging strategies, and so on (Hazen et al., 2011). From a pedagogical research perspective, an educational innovation is defined as any practice that differs from the previous ones (Hazen et al., 2011). As public or private educational institutions, business schools specialize in teaching courses and programmes related to business and/or management. Studies of business schools’ innovative projects have shown them to be characterized by a social creation value related to learning, education and teaching about new ideas and business practices (Nonet, Castle, & Rhodaim, 2015; Ratten, 2017). The further and vocational education landscape is facing several challenges, including the rising importance of ranking and accreditation, increased issues related to ethical decision-making, the ongoing debate about the impacts of research, the digital revolution, and a significant decrease in public funding in areas of America (Pfeffer & Fong, 2002) and European countries (Kaplan, 2014). As with other university faculties, internal and external pressures are leading modern business schools to change their teaching materials or methods (Kaplan, 2014; Pfeffer & Fong, 2002; Thompson & Purdy, 2009).

These changes are occurring through three types of model: (1) a teaching-focused school, (2) a research-intensive-focused school and (3) a balancing model, where new ideas generated from research are translated into teaching (Kaplan, 2014; Twaalhoven et al., 2001). Despite several barriers, such as financial pressures and lack of incentive due to the global orientation of universities towards research and publications, some professors work to introduce new approaches to teaching and learning in their universities (Tushman et al., 2007).

**Sampling the cases**

This paper was designed to investigate innovative teaching practices in academic initiatives, a neglected area in prior research. For such a purpose, a qualitative study is shown to be helpful (Rasmussen & Sørheim, 2006). Particularly, a multiple case study is likely to result in interesting descriptions and explanations when it gives participants a voice (Bluhm et al., 2011). The population of this study consists of projects who applied for the CIDEGEF award in 2002 and 2004. CIDEGEF means “Conférence Internationale des Dirigeants des Institutions d’Enseignement et de Recherche de Gestion d’Expression Française”. It is an international professional network of French-speaking deans located in France which funds a biennial innovative teaching award. Applicants for the CIDEGEF prize are individuals or small groups of academic professionals. Rigorous detection of innovative initiatives and entrepreneurial behaviour is not easy, as many scholars only investigate successful projects. This study attempts to overcome this problem by sampling among both successful and unsuccessful candidates to the CIDEGEF award. The cases were not selected *a priori*. Some projects were launched upon hierarchical request and others emerged spontaneously. They occurred in six universi-
ties located in different countries and national settings. Even if what is considered desirable championing behaviour may vary across national and organizational cultures, championing as deviant behaviour is universal (Shane, 2004). The final number of interviews depended on the saturation principle (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Ultimately, of the nine key informants relative to the six cases, eight won the CIDEGEF award. Individual semi-structured interviews were realized for each principal informant who introduced new innovative teaching practices.

**Analytical process**

A phenomenological perspective was applied when analysing the data. Phenomenology is a radical reflection method with an emphasis on suspending one’s theoretical presuppositions. That leads to the production of meaningful textual portrayals, revealing the subjective nature of the ‘lived experience’ from the perspective of those who experience it (Van Maanen, 1979). The aims of the research make this choice particularly relevant. In methodological terms, this means that findings are created through a personal and interactive relationship between the researcher and the subject/object of investigation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In accordance with commonly accepted methods (Bluhm et al., 2011), data were collected and analysed in an iterative way through nineteen semi-structured in-depth interviews using a topic list. Contextual insights were provided by additional secondary sources, including program brochures, curriculum vitae, checklists, internal memos and universities’ website.

The principal informants talked, in French, about their experience during interviews lasting 60-90 minutes, either face to face or via Skype. Interviews were fully transcribed into scripts with participants’ consent, summarized and sent to the participants for approval. All the quotes used below are translations from French by us. The transcripts were read through several times to obtain an overview before proceeding to coding. Universities’ management in terms of professional bureaucracy theories drove first-order coding activities. Later, second-order codes emerged from a contingency lens on corporate entrepreneurship: for example, the topic of individual creativity emerged when issues arose about motivations and risk-taking, while the topic of organizational performance emerged when issues were consolidated about peers’ perception and students’ satisfaction. Comparing the results with the extended literature, interesting contradictions in the informants’ statements revealed an entrepreneurial tension.

The six cases studies are located in six universities and represent a heterogeneous sample of initiatives which differ in their major characteristics such as country, origin, content and outcomes (see Table 1). Case A and E are induced processes launched upon hierarchical request; Case B, C, D and F are autonomous initiatives proposed by an informal involvement. The relatively large number of autonomous processes reflects the substantial autonomy and expertise of academics.

After completing the analytic phase, the original qualitative corpus was re-examined to ensure that the developing framework remained consistent with the data.

**Findings**

The purpose of this study was to develop an understanding of entrepreneurial management in the academic context by clarifying the way faculty members and managers interact when innovative practices are introduced into academic work. Findings are derived from the six cases and some evidence in the literature.

**Improving reputation as an academic entrepreneurial output**

Despite the heterogeneity of the six cases, the concept of reputation emerged as crucial for assessing an academic entrepreneurial initiative. No significant difference in impacts and outcomes was found in relation to whether the innovative process was initiated by management or faculty professors. Without exception, the actors involved in autonomous projects acknowledged that external visibility was needed to gain the support of management. From an organizational point of view, successful implementation equals beneficial outcomes.

**TABLE 1**

The research cases of curricular and pedagogical initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Level of teaching</th>
<th>Content and scope of new practices</th>
<th>Intrapreneur profile</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Perceived management support</th>
<th>Internal diffusion</th>
<th>External diffusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Executive programme</td>
<td>Project-based learning in existing programme</td>
<td>One man</td>
<td>Induced</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Widely used</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Undergraduate and graduate</td>
<td>Apprenticeships as a new programme</td>
<td>One man and one woman</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Active learning in existing programme</td>
<td>Two women</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Widely used</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Experiential learning in new entrepreneurship programme</td>
<td>One man</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Widely used</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Course on line added into existing programme</td>
<td>One man</td>
<td>Induced</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Local used</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Learner-centred approach in existing programme</td>
<td>One man</td>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Local used</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In the internal context, an initiative may have been stopped, or is still used locally by those who introduced it, or may spread to other academics and become more or less widely used.
Findings show that a successful academic intrapreneurship process may have potentially favourable consequences for the reputational performance of the university. For instance, the intrapreneur involved in Case D explained that: “My university becomes convinced by the positive feedback from outside echoes” (MA, Case D).

Reputation is broadly defined as the outcome of a competitive process in which firms signal their key characteristics (Fombrun & Shanley, 1990). Reputation studies have described the beneficial effects of a good reputation. The academic professors championing their innovative practices indicated that their major contribution at the organization level is to the academic reputation. For instance, the intrapreneur of Case E said: “Sometimes universities which are looking for network partners contact us for international exchanges. In social sciences, my course is always presented to them” (VM, Case E). The entrepreneurial initiatives seem to succeed when they gain external visibility. Our informants told us that being visible to external stakeholders, including students, represents a motivation to persist in changing their practices: “Future students evoke our educational innovations during enrolment” (LC, Case C).

Regarding the organizational impact, the six cases clustered in three groups: success, failure and hybrid. Successful initiatives (Cases A, C and D) gain visibility and are widely used by other academics within and beyond their original source. Unsuccessful initiatives (Case F) remain in isolated local use or die out before they take off. A surprising hybrid form of initiative, (Cases B and E), neither success nor failure, emerges in the course of the research. Hybrid initiatives revealed situations where internal failure or very limited use exists alongside external and widely spread success. These various organizational impacts are shown in Table 2, which reports case stories, outcomes and illustrative data.

This empirical evidence supports a link between internal change in academic practices and external reputation.

**Disentangling the academic entrepreneurial process in three loops**

The various performances of entrepreneurial initiatives emerged as the result of a complex interplay between the two key components of the intrapreneurship process at the individual level and the organizational level. While some informants reveal strong arguments about individual motivations and self-set goals like job satisfaction (Cases B and F), others emphasize collective factors and common goals like visibility and legitimacy (Cases A, C and D). A third group (Case E) balances between the two dimensions. In personal-driven academic entrepreneurship, self-set goals and the improvement practices seem crucial. As the intrapreneur of an autonomous initiative puts it, “Change is difficult. [It] requires major investments. It is my pleasure, a great joy, to do my work like this” (GN, Case B). For the respondents, innovating in relation to teaching approaches procures personal satisfaction but has no real impact on their academic career.

In contrast, in a more collective-driven point of view, the external focus is central. An informant said: “Things started to change when external echoes of my experience changed our internal practices” (MA, Case D).

![TABLE 2](image-url)

**Organizational impacts of entrepreneurial initiatives: outcomes and illustrative data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Outcome observed</th>
<th>Narrative stories of the process</th>
<th>Illustrative translated quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>success</td>
<td>This deliberate initiative has relatively spread inside. Managerial support provides resources for a conforming project. The project was a competitive tool for the business school</td>
<td>“In that circumstance I had the freedom and the pressure to develop educational innovations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>At the beginning managerial attitude was fairly neutral and changed after several events like the retirement of the last Dean. Climate became unfriendly. The process has been fought. The entrepreneurial team left the university and the project was stopped but initiatives didn’t stop diffusing outside in the institutional field.</td>
<td>“The director let us do as long as it worked well, we get good contact with students and companies. The award get us legitimacy ...But thereafter, we had less freedom”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>success</td>
<td>At the beginning managerial attitude was fairly neutral and changed over time to become friendly after the first evidence of success. Managerial support exists. Innovative culture is sustained by various mechanisms as staffing teaching-oriented academics</td>
<td>“People are encouraged, there is no obstacle. Involvement in innovative pedagogical practices is valued but not obligated”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>success</td>
<td>This emergent initiative has gradually diffused highly deviate practices which co-exist with ancient practices. At the beginning managerial attitude was fairly neutral and changed over time to become friendly after the external success. External resources were important.</td>
<td>“This business incubator project is closely monitored by the Morocco Ministry of Higher Education”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>This deliberate project profited from managerial support and significant resources. However, it did not diffuse internally. Conflicts lead to the dean’s dismissal. But the project is always sustained and is used for international partnership with foreign universities.</td>
<td>“Within my faculty department, there are no other similar project”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>failure</td>
<td>This autonomous initiative remains hidden and ignored. Managerial attitude is perceived as fairly hostile. Bootlegging is a sustaining mechanism.</td>
<td>“I am sure that management staff never read my annual report, it always ends ups in the trash bin. I never received any feedback.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In looking at how the informants perceive academic managerial support, different forms of interaction between individual goals and common goals were distinguished. This complex interplay has been called the entrepreneurial loop. Some of these complex interplays were typical of a converging spiral, which tends towards the alignment of individual and organizational goals over time. While autonomous initiatives may persist and overcome organizational barriers before gaining managerial support, induced initiatives include both managerial support and discretion work. The teaching award winner in Case A said he simultaneously has “freedom” and “pressure” to engage in his initiative. In a converging loop, managerial actions initiate or increase the academic willingness to engage in new teaching practices.

Another perceived interaction allowed insights into a diverging spiral, which tends more and more to oppose individual and organizational goals over time. The following quote is an interesting illustration of increasing divergences and evolving tensions between professional practice-based goals and common goals over time: “Some colleagues thought that this could penalize us.” (VM, Case E). Initially conforming to a hierarchical request, this academic intrapreneur finally found the managerial vision to be very different from his personal and professional interests.

In the third form of entrepreneurial loop, there is no interaction. The entrepreneurial spiral is stopped by the organizational level while entrepreneurial behaviour is going on at the individual level. One of our informants make the strong statement that “I am just faking” to dramatize his perception that the academic top management is not actually interested in his effective teaching practices. From this professor’s perspective, operational innovative practices are denied at the managerial level. In such a situation, universities’ ambitions and operational practices are so divided that no entrepreneurial spiral may occur between them.

**Managerial impact on academic entrepreneurial spiral**

Three types of managerial impact on the academic entrepreneurial spiral were observed (see Figure 2).

The first form of managerial impact tends to enhance the entrepreneurial loop and entrepreneurship becomes a legitimated process over time. In academic settings, although the personal expertise of the scholarship is overwhelming, actual management support is necessary for the success of entrepreneurial initiatives. In Case A, the managerial hierarchy initiates the entrepreneurial spiral by taking up innovative projects and has to commit academic teachers through several incentives. In Cases C and D, autonomous initiatives must persist and overcome organizational barriers before gaining the managerial support which serves to sustain them. By initiating or sustaining, managerial actions help innovative practices to gain legitimacy and to diffuse internally.

The second form of managerial impact tends to diminish the entrepreneurial loop and entrepreneurship becomes a contested process. This was seen within Case E, launched by a managerial request. Surprisingly, this initiative produced internal conflicts and limited internal use while at the same time contributing to the university’s external reputation. The following quote is an interesting example of increasing divergence in the entrepreneurial loop over time: “The original idea was to go along with the traditional course and online course. It was diverted by the director and the rector. I felt in a trap” (VM, Case E). Initially conforming to a hierarchical request, the academic intrapreneur finally found that the managerial vision was very different from his personal and professional interests. After several conflicting events, the team who introduced innovative practices in Case B left the university when the strategic locus changed. In both cases, conflicts occurred because there were differences between academic managers’ and faculty members’ perceptions of goals.

The third form of managerial impact on academic entrepreneurship in this study prevents the entrepreneurial loop from starting and entrepreneurship remains a hidden process. In such cases, actions at the operational level and discourses at the managerial level evolve independently. The potential consequence of such a process is internal discrepancies. Negative consequences of the autonomous initiative have been observed.
In the words of Case F: “All these events that cost a little money and require some new organizations are fragile … this is an absolute hell. I have to fight like a dog for its bone to find room” (PA, Case F). In Case F, organizational discrepancies represent hidden clashes like diversion of resources, lack of trust, frozen conflicts or frustrated creativity. They are clearly visible and violent in Case B because the intrapreneur team gave up and left the university. It appears that the entrepreneurial spiral does not start when managerial and operational processes evolve separately in a decoupling way.

**Discussion and Implications**

By focusing on how educational innovations may be a way to increase organizational reputation, this paper offers novel theoretical insights into the management of entrepreneurial activities in the academic context. Going beyond previous researches, the application of the entrepreneurial spiral to the academic context shows that promoting entrepreneurial behavior is not sufficient, because multiple initiatives compete for limited resources. No significant difference was revealed in relation to who initiates the entrepreneurial process—either managerial decisions or workplace initiatives. Three propositions are developed.

**Conditions of a successful academic entrepreneurial process**

From a dynamic point of view, a successful process occurs when creative entrepreneurial initiatives spread to bring a new way of working, generating beneficial outcomes. There are conflicting views on whether the entrepreneurial university, which supports an entrepreneurial orientation and academics’ entrepreneurial activities, is good or bad. Advocates wonder how to make a university more entrepreneurial (Louis et al., 1989), while antagonists stress the potentially threatening effects on the university system’s mission (Philpott et al., 2011). How academic entrepreneurial activities are managed to be aligned with the strategic goals is largely a non-covered issue (Foss & Lyngsie, 2014). Some scholars claim greater creative freedom and a ‘laissez faire’ approach, arguing that bootlegging can serve the organizational interest (Augsdorfer, 2008), while others advocate a ‘make it happen’ approach, arguing that individual level entrepreneurial behavior affects and is affected by organizational conditions and strong leadership (Sathe, 1989). Still others prefer a combination of strategies, claiming that a mixture of formality and discretion is key to providing both effectiveness and efficiency (Kanter, 1985; Naveh, 2007).

Academic processes are characterized by strong informal control exercised by peers (Abernethy & Stoelwinder, 1995). When it comes to academic motivations, many of these, such as academic status, are not determined by the organizational hierarchy and formal control (Morris et al., 2006) but depend on a wider peer group in the academic community beyond organizational boundaries (Bercovitz & Feldman, 2008). According to Foss and Lyngsie (2011) the strategic entrepreneurship is linked with how firms’ strategic intent can facilitate continuous leveraging of entrepreneurial opportunities and innovative initiatives. The bargaining power of innovative professors should play an active role in the academic entrepreneurial process.
Proposition 1: Academic entrepreneurial intentions are more likely to serve university objectives if innovative initiatives are developed collaboratively between managerial and academic staff.

Implementing an entrepreneurial strategy relative to teaching and learning represents a challenge. Managing two inconsistent alignments within an organization simultaneously is related to organizational ambidexterity and the separation of activities (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004). Structural separation through designing a dual structure and temporal separation through achieving sequential attention are two forms of ambidextrous managerial practice.

Higher education institutions are places shaped by conflicting professional and managerial work ideologies and organizing loci. As a result, even if an entrepreneurial spiral starts, academic initiatives may diverge from strategic initiatives over time. Conflicts are not always dysfunctional for organizational work (Denis et al., 2011). However, when academics’ and managers’ values and cultures do not overlap in relation to the primary purpose, schisms may lead to academic disengagement (Philpott et al., 2011). In the unsuccessful cases, organizational integration of new practices was weak. In the successful initiatives, specific managerial tools help to initiate or to increase the academic willingness to engage in new teaching practices.

Proposition 2: Faculty members are likely to disengage from undertaking entrepreneurial activities if innovative initiatives are deterred by splitting managerial practices.

Splitting strategic discourses and professional practices may be a way to gain external audiences when firms are competing in an uncertain context. Decoupling is the creation and maintenance of gaps between formal policies and actual operational practices (Weick, 1976). This managerial mechanism may build a desirable degree of flexibility and organizational slack when pursuing contradictory demands (Brunsson, 1983). However, findings suggest that managerial splitting of actions tends to diminish the entrepreneurial capacity.

Proposition 3: Academic entrepreneurial capacity is more likely to develop if there is consistency between discourses at the managerial level and practices at the operational level.

Expanding academic entrepreneurship to educational outputs and strategic issues

This research has embraced a broader conceptualization of academic entrepreneurship following a recent stream (Abreu et al., 2016; Siegel & Wright, 2015). Expanding the scope of academic entrepreneurial activities to educational outputs provides an alternative understanding of educational innovation as a strategic process. In teaching-led universities, internal and external changing contexts are transforming traditional training in the mass higher education market (Kaplan, 2014). Although teaching-led universities may invest less in the creation of new knowledge, they still represent an important source of talent, expertise and support for entrepreneurial thinking and action through formal and informal channels (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000; Perkmann et al., 2013).

Findings conform to works which conceptualized academic entrepreneurship as an innovative practice that happens inside an organizational setting (Abreu et al., 2016; Cantarargiu, 2012) ranging from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’ activities (Klofsten & Jones-Evans, 2000; Philpott et al., 2011).

Rather than portraying the changing academic context as a static question, the focus was on the dynamics of new ideas in the academic context. The relevance and specificity of the organizational strategy for higher education institutions has long been recognized (Hardy, 1991). Universities, like other organizations, are composed of coalitions or groups of individuals pursuing certain interests; thus academic managers have to deal with a multiplicity of targets and objectives (Cyert & March, 1963).

Proposition 2: Faculty members are likely to disengage from undertaking entrepreneurial activities if innovative initiatives are deterred by splitting managerial practices.

Unlike prior applications, however, the two components are not viewed as independent. Focusing on their relationship has important implications if one considers that academic strategy contains “sobering messages for the strategic management of entrepreneurship” (Mintzberg and Rose, 2003). Studies investigating the entrepreneurial process have shown that corporate entrepreneurship and organizational performance is complex. Most research on entrepreneurial spirals (Shepherd et al., 2010) has focused on facilitating conditions. Following Ropo and Hunt (1995), we considered that a top-down process and a bottom-up process can converge or diverge. Managerial influence can also transform an entrepreneurial initiative into a stopped spiral. Results are consistent with Shepherd et al. (2010), who distinguish three managerial effects on the entrepreneurial spiral; starting, perpetuating or stopping it. Results suggest that appropriate management of what really goes inside academic organizations matters (Rhoades & Sporn, 2002).

The six cases offer a useful insight into academic entrepreneurship and its managerial challenges. This attempt to define the success and failure of academic entrepreneurship highlights a major issue not well addressed in the literature. This view is consistent with early studies in corporate entrepreneurship literature (Dess et al., 1999), which suggest that the relationship between corporate entrepreneurship and organizational performance is complex.

Proposition 3: Academic entrepreneurial capacity is more likely to develop if there is consistency between discourses at the managerial level and practices at the operational level.

The variety of entrepreneurial processes is not new (Burgelman, 1983; Philpott et al., 2011). Like in prior studies, corporate entrepreneurship has been disentangled into opposing constituents. Unlike prior applications, however, the two components are not viewed as independent. Focusing on their relationship has important implications if one considers that academic strategy contains “sobering messages for the strategic management of business” (Mintzberg and Rose, 2003) in a growing open-strategy perspective (Hautz, Seidl, & Whittington, 2017).

Managerial implications

Managers have some discretion over the development of entrepreneurial spirals, regardless of where the new idea comes from. They can help to start, perpetuate or stop an entrepreneurial spiral by providing, or not providing, appropriate rewards, communication and resources. A second implication is that the methods of effective leadership in organizations undergoing entrepreneurial activities are not necessarily similar to the mechanical view of traditional strategic planning in the industrial sector. The observed hybrid form implies that a successful entrepreneurial process requires
managerial attention to unintended consequences. The third suggestion concerns the link between strategic and operational processes. As diverse interests within organizations may be incompatible with the objectives of the top management (Cyert & March, 1963), managing an intrapreneurial dilemma implies drawing attention to the reciprocal relationship between the strategic and the operational levels.

Limitations

Another question emerging from this study is related to the scope of the university’s entrepreneurial model and the evolution of the traditional universities (Rothaermel et al., 2007). Because academic entrepreneurship is also a policy instrument (Ratten, 2017; Rhoades & Sporn, 2002), it seems unlikely that financial wellbeing will be the unique purpose of innovative strategic initiatives undertaken in research universities. In modern knowledge societies, although the need for new educational technologies is increasing (Audretsch, 2014; Bathmaker, 2003), the process for disseminating these innovations remains a challenge (Heinonen & Poikkijoki, 2006).

The second limiting factor is methodological choice. Although the intrapreneur’s interpretations are crucial to inform the deep internal dynamic, such an approach does not fully take into account other academic actors. That leads to interesting topics for future research, including students, or senior or middle managers, for example. Another interesting further research would be integrating the external environment into the analysis.

Conclusion

This paper aims a double contribution: it seeks to explain how managerial mechanisms impact the entrepreneurial and innovative process in educational organizations on one hand and examine how extant theories of corporate entrepreneurship can help understand the management of academic activities in a changing globalized context on the other hand. As Philpott et al. (2011) point out, our understanding of the entrepreneurial university model is currently changing. There is a need to find new ways of thinking that move beyond narrow theoretical frameworks about research commercialization, particularly through the role of the university in community development (Ratten, 2017; Cohendet & Simon, 2008).

If universities are profoundly engaged in knowledge diffusion or knowledge production, the very nature of this production will, as ever, change over time and across countries (Kaplan, 2014). An emerging perspective attempts to characterize the specific university entrepreneurial orientation and calls for greater variety in the extent and nature of academic entrepreneurship (Cantaragiu, 2012).

It has been argued that a strategic perspective which draws upon management theory and academic settings is one promising approach: it helps to explain some of the tensions and ambiguities challenging academic entrepreneurship. Most research on academic entrepreneurship has disproportionately emphasized external or individual determinants, but internal entrepreneurship studies have shifted from the original heroic view to a more collective perspective (Baruah & Ward, 2015). Progress in understanding the internal dynamics of the entrepreneurial process may help the design of new organizational forms and managerial approaches.
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